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Reactive oxygen species are considered a cause of neuronal cell
death in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Abnormal tau phosphorylation
is a proven pathological hallmark of AD. Microtubule affinity-
regulating kinases (MARKs) regulate tau-microtubule binding
and play a crucial role in neuronal survival. In this study, we
hypothesized that oxidative stress increases the phosphorylation
of Ser262 of tau protein through activation of MARKs, which is
the main reason for the development of AD. We investigated the
relationship between tau hyperphosphorylation on Ser262 and
MARKs in N1E-115 cells subjected to oxidative stress by exposure
to a low concentration of hydrogen peroxide. This work builds on
the observation that hyperphosphorylation of tau is significantly
increased by oxidative stress. MARKs activation correlated with
tau hyperphosphorylation at Ser262, a site that is essential to
maintain microtubule stability and is the initial phosphorylation
site in AD. These results indicated that MARKs inhibitors might
serve a role as therapeutic tools for the treatment of AD.
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I n 1956, Denham Harman proposed that aging and age-
related diseases might result from the effects of free radical

damage, which he called the free radical theory of aging. Free
radical diseases include Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s
disease (PD), and other neurodegenerative disorders.(1) Free
radicals are generated as a consequence of ATP production in the
mitochondrial electron transport chain. Overproduction of free
radicals induces imbalance of redox status and may result in
deleterious effects on the cell membranes proteins, lipids,
lipoproteins, and DNA.(2,3) Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is one of
the reactive oxygen species (ROS) and is well-known as a
normal metabolite of oxygen in the aerobic metabolism of organ‐
isms which was first shown in 1970 by detected catalase
Compound I in the intact perfused liver.(4) Some transition metals
like Fe2+ can break down hydrogen peroxide into the reactive
hydroxyl radical which is one type of free radical by the Fenton
reaction.(5) Therefore, H2O2 is considered an effective simulation
of the oxidative stress model.
The human brain consumes around 20% of the body’s oxygen

supply, meaning that the brain suffers greater exposure to oxida‐
tive stress as a result of this high level of energy consumption.
Therefore, it is reasonable to conjecture that neurons are more
vulnerable to oxidative stress.(6) Oxidative stress, which attacks
nerve cells and induces cell death, is one reason for the develop‐
ment of AD. The brain is especially vulnerable to such damage

because the regeneration of the nerve cell network is extremely
difficult. Avoidance of AD clearly requires the prevention of
neuronal cell death, and such prophylaxis necessitates clarifica‐
tion of the signs of neuronal degeneration that precede cell
death.(7)

Accumulation of the peptide amyloid-β (Aβ) and formation of
intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) are two hallmarks of
AD. Aβ has been believed to play the most important role in AD
pathogenesis for a very long time. The Aβ hypothesis says the
accumulation of Aβ plaques extracellularly leads to severe
dementia associated with AD.(8) However, many clinical trials
show that potential strategies targeting Aβ failed. It may be due
to targeting Aβ only having beneficial effects during the early
stages before cognitive impairments of the disease.(9,10) On the
contrary, there are some researchers who indicated that the level
of NFTs pathology has a positive correlation with the cognitive
state in AD patient’s brain before autopsy.(11) Taken together,
more and more researchers suggest that tau pathology is more
potential to be a strategy for drug investigation of AD.
Tau, an unfolded highly soluble protein, is one kind of

microtubule-associated protein (MAP), and plays an important
role in microtubule stabilization for maintenance of basal
neuronal functions.(12) In AD brains, tau hyperphosphorylation is
believed to be a key factor that affects microtubule assembly and
induces tau aggregation. Conversion of tau from a monomer
form to an oligomer induces aggregation via the formation of
paired helical filaments (PHFs), leading in turn to the formation
of NFTs, a hallmark of the brains of patients with AD.(13)

Multiple studies have shown that tau proteins bind to micro‐
tubules and strongly affect axonal transport.(14,15) The tau protein
harbors several phosphorylation sites, including Ser262, and
Ser356, which correspond (respectively) to the first and fourth
KXGS motifs within the tubulin-binding domain. Phosphoryla‐
tion at these sites has been reported to inhibit the binding of
normal tau to microtubules, thereby leading to the disruption of
microtubule assembly.(16) Members of the Ser/Thr protein kinase
family include proteinase-activated receptor 1 (PAR-1), protein
kinase in S. cerevisiae (KIN1) and microtubule affinity-
regulating kinases (MARKs). Many of these kinases have been
shown to contribute to the regulation of microtubule stability,
protein stability, intracellular signaling, and cell division, and
additionally have been implicated in AD.(17)

The MARK family consists of 4 proteins, including MARK1,
MARK2 (EMK1), MARK3 (C-TAK1), and MARK4 (MARKL-1).
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The activation of MARKs is regulated by multiple mechanisms,
including phosphorylation at a threonine residue (T215 in
MARK1, T208 in MARK2, T211 in MARK3, and T214 in
MARK4) in the activation loop (also referred to as the T-loop) by
upstream kinases such as liver kinase B1 (LKB1) and MARK
kinase (MARKK).(18) Other work has shown that glycogen
synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β) inhibits MARK activity by phos‐
phorylating a serine residue (S219 in MARK1, S212 in MARK2,
S215 in MARK3, and S218 in MARK4), impeding the ability of
these Ser residues to interact with the amino acids in the T-loop
of their target.(19) Multiple studies have reported that MARKs
phosphorylate MAPs at the microtubule-binding domain, thereby
disrupting the binding of MAPs to microtubules and changing
microtubule dynamics.(17,20) Serine 262 is a major serine site in
tau that is specifically phosphorylated by MARKs. This residue
has been found to be hyperphosphorylated in tau isolated from
the NFTs in brains of AD patients. In addition, tau purified from
NFTs appears to have lost the ability to bind microtubules.(21)

Several researchers have reported the hyperphosphorylation of
tau in the brains of patients with AD, suggesting that phosphory‐
lation of tau at Ser262 is an early pathological change in the
course of AD that leads in turn to the abnormal further accumula‐
tion of tau.(22–25) Prevention of tau phosphorylation at Ser262 has
been reported to reduce tau toxicity and retard tau-induced
neurodegeneration in cultured cells and mouse models.(26–30)

Taken together, these results suggest that oxidative stress is an
instigator of the onset of AD, and would result from activation of
the MARKs signaling pathway, such that MARKs activation
would lead to phosphorylation of tau at the Ser262 site. Several
previous studies have shown that exposure of neuronal cells to a
low concentration of hydrogen peroxide induces axonal degener‐
ation, leading in turn to abnormal morphologies, including
shrinkage, fragmentation, and beading of neurites. Those
abnormal morphologies are markers of axonal degeneration, and
are known to precede neural cell death.(7)

N1E-115 cells, which are derived from a neuroblastoma, are
undifferentiated cells that normally do not elongate neurites. The
interaction of cells with extracellular matrix (ECM) protein is
mediated by integrins, which act as cell surface receptors
composed of heterodimers of α and β subunits.(31) There are many
different intracellular pathways when integrins bind the ECM
ligands in different types of cells. The differ depending on
specific ECM ligand interactions and specific intracellular
signaling protein. In neuronal cells, the formation of neurites is
one of the responses of differentiation which can be promoted by
ECM ligands such as laminin, fibronectin, or collagen.(32) In addi‐
tion, it has been reported that N1E-115 cells exhibit neurite
outgrowth in response to serum deprivation can be enhanced
when the cells are grown on a laminin matrix.(33) N1E-115 cells,
compared with other types of neuronal cells such as PC12 cells
which require growth factors to enhance neurite outgrowth such
as nerve growth factor (NGF) are a more efficient model for AD
study. However, there is no evidence showing the MARKs
expression in N1E-115cells.

In the present study, we investigated the connection between
tau hyperphosphorylation and MARKs activity. Specifically, we
showed that exposure of the N1E-115 cell line to a low concen‐
tration of hydrogen peroxide induced oxidative stress, resulting
in changes in the balance between phosphorylated and unphos‐
phorylated MARKs and leading to hyperphosphorylation of tau
at Ser262.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture. N1E-115 cells (ECACC #88112303) were
obtained from Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma Corp., Ltd. (Osaka,
Japan). This cell line is derived from a mouse neuroblastoma
C1300 tumor. N1E-115 cells were incubated at 37°C in a 5%

CO2 environment, and were grown in Dulbecco’s minimum
essential medium (D-MEM-Low glucose) containing Phenol Red
(FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corp., Osaka, Japan) supple‐
mented with 5% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS;
Biological Industries, Kibbutz Beit Haemek, Israel), 6 μM l-
glutamine (FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corp.), 50 U/ml
penicillin, and 50 mg/ml streptomycin. N1E-115 cells were
plated in 100-mm dishes. After 24 h of growth, N1E-115 cells
were trypsinized, re-suspended in conditioned serum-free
medium, and plated in 35-mm dishes at a density of 4 × 104

cells/ml or in 24-well plates at a density of 2 × 104 cells/ml.
These dishes or plates previously had been double-coated with
0.2% polyethyleneimine (PEI) and 10 μg/ml mouse laminin
which derived from mouse Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm (EHS)
sarcoma (FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corp.) to facilitate
cell growth. After 24 h, the medium was replaced with condi‐
tioned serum-free medium supplemented with 1% dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO). After a further 48-h incubation, the resulting
cells were used for experiments. Conditioned medium was
obtained from 48-h cultures of N1E-115 cells grown to 80–90%
confluence in serum-free complete medium (prepared as above
but lacking FBS) supplemented with 1% DMSO. DMSO was
used here to elicit neurite elongation.

Optimization of hydrogen peroxide concentration. The
optimal hydrogen peroxide concentration was determined empiri‐
cally. N1E-115 cell survival was evaluated by the trypan blue dye
exclusion assay. After confirming neurite elongation, cells
(growing in 35-mm dishes) were exposed to a range of hydrogen
peroxide (FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corp.) concentrations
(0, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 μM) for 24 h; hydrogen peroxide was
added to each dish at a final concentration of 0.8% (w/v). Trypan
blue staining solution [diluted with phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) to a final concentration of 0.4%] was added to each dish,
and the dishes were incubated in a CO2 incubator at 37°C for
20 min. Following this incubation, the cells were washed at least
three times with PBS. Photomicrographs of the cells were
recorded using an Olympus IX81 phase-contrast microscope
(Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan) that was equipped with an
Olympus DP71 digital camera (Olympus Corp.). Analysis was
performed by selecting random fields from photomicrographs of
cells exposed to each concentration of hydrogen peroxide. The
number of living cells and the total number of cells were counted
from each randomly selected field. The number of dead cells then
was expressed as a percentage normalized to the total cell
number. At least three dishes were analyzed for each concentra‐
tion of hydrogen peroxide, and each experiment was repeated
three times. To ensure objectivity, counts were performed inde‐
pendently by personnel not involved in the present study.

Immunocytochemical analysis. To examine the localiza‐
tion of MARKs in N1E-115 cells, immunostaining was
performed. The cells were grown on glass coverslips and
exposed to 5 and 10 μM hydrogen peroxide for 24 h following
the induction of neurite elongation. Following exposure, the
cells were washed at least three times with PBS, then fixed with
4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; Merck Millipore, Darmstadt,
Germany) in PBS for 15 min at 4°C. The fixed cells were
blocked for 1 h at room temperature (RT) with a blocking solu‐
tion consisting of PBS containing 10% goat serum and 0.3%
Triton X-100. The cells were probed by incubation overnight at
4°C with dilutions of each primary antibody [anti-TAU-5,
#ab80579; anti-Tau phospho S262, #ab131354; anti-MARK
1+2+3+4, #ab74131; and anti-MARK4 (phospho T214) +
MARK2 (phospho T208) + MARK3 (phospho T234) + MARK1
antibody (EPR5463), #ab126731]. All of these antibodies were
obtained from abcam plc., and were diluted in an antibody dilu‐
tion buffer consisting of PBS containing 1% bovine serum
albumin (BSA), 1% normal goat serum (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA) and 0.3% Triton X-100. The cells then were
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incubated for 2 h at 4°C with Alexa Fluor 488 green (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Inc.) -conjugated F(ab')2-fragment of goat anti-
mouse immunoglobulin G (lgG) (H + L) or Alexa Fluor 488
green-conjugated F(ab')2-fragment of goat anti-rabbit lgG
(H + L). These secondary antibodies were diluted 1:150 in anti‐
body dilution buffer solution. The cells were counterstained at
4°C for 20 min with Hoechst 33258 (FUJIFILM Wako Pure
Chemical Corp.) and then mounted on slide glasses. Photomicro‐
graphs of fluorescently labeled cells were recorded using phase-
contrast on a fluorescence microscope equipped with a digital
camera. At least three wells were analyzed for each experimental
group, cells for analysis were selected randomly among each
group and each run was repeated for a total of three independent
experiments. The fluorescence brightness relative ratios of
labeling for MARKs and pMARKs were calculated by dividing
the relative brightness value for each hydrogen peroxide-exposed
group by that of the control group. This analysis was performed
using Image-J software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD).

Western blotting. N1E-115 cells were harvested in lysis
buffer following growth in DMEM containing 5% FBS. Sample
lysates were centrifuged, and the protein content of the resulting
supernatant was determined using a Bradford assay employing
the Bio-Rad Protein Assay Dye Reagent Concentrate (#5000006;
Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Aliquots containing consistent amounts
(20 μg) of total protein were separated on a 12% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gel and transferred to a ClearTrans
Nitrocellulose Membrane, 0.2 μm (FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chem‐
ical Corp.). Following transfer, the membranes were stained for
5 min with Ponceau S (Sigma Aldrich Corp., Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany). The Ponceau S-stained membranes then
were washed with TBST [Tris-HCl-buffered saline (TBS),
pH 7.6, containing 0.1% Tween 20 and 2% non-fat skim milk],
blocked for 1 h at RT with blocking solution (TBST containing
2% non-fat skim milk), and washed again with TBST.
Membranes then were exposed overnight at 4°C to each of the
primary antibodies [mouse monoclonal anti-TAU-5 antibody,
1:2,000, #ab80579; rabbit polyclonal anti-Tau (phospho S262)
antibody, 1:2,000, #ab131354; rabbit polyclonal anti-MARK
1+2+3+4 antibody, 1:1,000, #ab74131; rabbit monoclonal anti-
MARK4 (phospho T214) + MARK2 (phospho T208) + MARK3
(phospho T234) + MARK1 antibody (EPR5463), 1:2,000,
#ab126731; and mouse monoclonal anti-β-actin antibody,
1:4,000, #ab8226]. All of these antibodies were obtained from
abcam plc. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated anti-rabbit
IgG antibody (#W4011, Promega Corp., Madison, WI) was used
as a secondary antibody for anti-Tau (phospho S262) and anti-
MARK4 (phospho T214) + MARK2 (phospho T208) + MARK3
(phospho T234) + MARK1 antibody (EPR5463)-reacted
membranes; HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody (#W4011,
Promega Corp.) was used as a secondary antibody for anti-
TAU-5 antibody, anti-MARK 1+2+3+4 antibody, and anti-β-actin
antibody-reacted membranes. Specifically, membranes were
incubated for 1 h at RT with a 1:4,000 dilution of the indicated
secondary antibody. Each study was performed as a minimum of
three independent experiments. Chemiluminescent signals were
generated by reacting with enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL)
reagents (Millipore, Bedford, MA), and signal intensities were
detected using the LAS-3000 Image Reader (FUJIFILM Corp.,
Tokyo, Japan). Band intensities were normalized to that of the
Ponceau S staining for the respective lane. This analysis was
performed using ImageQuant TL 8.1 software (GE Healthcare
Life Sciences, Tokyo, Japan).

Statistical analysis. ImageQuant TL 8.1 software was used
for signal intensity analysis for Western blotting. Image-J
software was used for cell fluorescence brightness analysis.
Data were analyzed using Prism (ver. 6.02; GraphPad Software,

San Diego, CA) and JMP pro.16 (SAS Institute Japan Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Data were plotted as the mean ± SD of the
results of at least three independent experiments. Data from two
groups were compared using a two-tailed non-paired Student’s
t test. Data from three or more groups were compared using a
two-tailed one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post
hoc Tukey–Kramer test. Values of p<0.05 were considered
significant.

Results

Neurite outgrowth and optimization of hydrogen
peroxide concentration. For this study, assessment of neurite
morphology under oxidative stress conditions was required.
Therefore, neurite outgrowth from N1E-115 cells was induced by
serum withdrawal combined with exposure to 1% DMSO grown
on a laminin matrix for 72 h (see Methods; Fig. 1A). The aim of
this part of the study was to identify early signs of cell degenera‐
tion that occur following hydrogen peroxide exposure but prior to
cell death. For this purpose, we focused on changes in neurite
morphology. Cells were exposed to various concentrations of
hydrogen peroxide (1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 μM) to induce oxidative
stress, and then neurite degeneration (e.g., induction of beading)
was evaluated. We observed that exposure to hydrogen peroxide
induced cell death in an apparently concentration-dependent
manner. The proportion of cell death was significantly elevated
compared to the control group when the concentration of
hydrogen peroxide was 10 μM or higher. In contrast, few changes
in neurite morphology were observed at a hydrogen peroxide
concentration of 1 μM (Fig. 1C). Therefore, 5 and 10 μM
hydrogen peroxide were selected as the optimal concentrations
for use in subsequent experiments.

Localization of tau and phospho-tau (S262) in N1E-115
cells. Tau is a type of MAP that interacts with the microtubules
of the cellular cytoskeleton. Tau typically distributed throughout
cell bodies and neurites. Given that morphological changes were
observed on the neurites after exposure to 5 and 10 μM hydrogen
peroxide, we investigated distribution of tau in the altered
neurites. As expected, tau was present in both the cell bodies
and neurites of control cells (Fig. 2A). Notably, tau remained
detectable both in the cell bodies and degenerating neurites
following exposure to 5 and 10 μM hydrogen peroxide. Simi‐
larly, it was confirmed that phospho-tau (S262) localizes to both
cell bodies and neurites, both in control and hydrogen peroxide-
exposed cells (Fig. 2B). However, in this study, there was no
localization difference between phosphor-tau and tau after treat‐
ment with hydrogen peroxide.

Oxidative stress induces phosphorylation of tau at
Ser262. To clarify the relationship between tau and oxidative
stress, we assessed tau protein levels by Western blotting. Tau
protein levels were nominally (but not significantly) decreased in
hydrogen peroxide-exposed cells compared to controls (ns; Fig.
3A). However, phospho-tau (Ser262) levels were significantly
increased in the hydrogen peroxide-exposed cells compared to
controls (p<0.001; Fig. 3A). These data demonstrated that tau
hyperphosphorylation correlate with oxidative stress.

Increased Tau phosphorylation at Ser262 correlates with
increased phosphorylation of MARKs under oxidative
stress. To determine the relationship between tau phosphoryla‐
tion on Ser262 and MARKs activation, we assessed the protein
levels of MARKs, pMARKs, tau and pTau by Western blotting.
Phospho-MARKs levels were significantly increased in the
hydrogen peroxide-exposed cells compared to the controls
(p<0.01; Fig. 3C). However, MARKs and tau levels did not show
the difference in hydrogen peroxide-exposed cells compared to
the controls (ns; Fig. 3C). Accordingly, these results indicated
that the nominal decrease in tau protein level did not correlate
with the protein levels of MARKs. Moreover, our data show
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that tau hyperphosphorylation on Ser262 under oxidative stress
may correlates with the phosphorylation of MARKs.

Immunocytochemical analysis shows that MARK phos‐
phorylation is increased in hydrogen peroxide-exposed
N1E-115 cells. As noted above, the data from Western blotting
show a significant difference in MARKs phosphorylation
between hydrogen peroxide-exposed and control cells (Fig. 3C).
To more accurately determine the phosphorylation of MARKs in
hydrogen peroxide-exposed cells, we analyzed the relative ratios
of cell brightness using an immunocytochemical assay (Fig. 4A).
As expected, the results of Western blotting and immunocyto‐
chemistry show no significant difference in MARKs between
hydrogen peroxide-exposed and control cells (Fig. 4B). In addi‐
tion, phosphorylated MARKs have been stained and analyzed by
the same method as MARKs (Fig. 5A). As we predicted, the
levels of phosphorylated MARKs (pMARKs), were significantly
increased in the hydrogen peroxide-treated cells compared to
the controls (Fig. 5B). The ratio was assessed as a contrast to
the pMARKs in exposed cells with control cells. Considered
together, these data (derived from Western blotting and immuno‐
cytochemistry) demonstrated that MARKs phosphorylation
correlates with tau hyperphosphorylation at Ser262 site.

Discussion

Hydrogen peroxide induces neurite degeneration before
cell death of N1E-115 cells. Free radicals in living organisms
generally are divided into ROS and reactive nitrogen species
(RNS); both are generated from cellular reduction/oxidation
(redox) processes. The most common source of free radicals in
biological systems is oxygen. Oxygen intermediates, including
H2O2, the hydroxyl radical (HO•) and superoxide (O2

•−), are
produced during cellular respiration. Both the hydroxyl radical
and superoxide are free radicals, harboring a free electron in an
outer orbit. Hydrogen peroxide is not a free radical but readily
generates free radicals by reactions with other molecules in living
tissues. Thus, hydrogen peroxide generally is considered an
oxidant.(34) Very low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide are
produced in the body and normally are detoxified by catalase or
glutathione peroxidase. In the presence of iron ions, hydrogen
peroxide produces hydroxyl radicals via the Fenton reaction. The
hydroxyl radical is more reactive than other ROS and primarily
attacks lipids, with the attacked lipids becoming lipid alkoxyl
radicals.(5,35) In our experimental model, cultured neurons were
exposed to very low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. The
concentration of hydroxyl radicals in spent medium produced by
hydrogen peroxide-exposed cells has not been measured, but we
expect that a low level of hydroxyl radicals was generated even
in our experimental model. Therefore, to create an oxidative
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stress environment, we used hydrogen peroxide. In previous
work with other types of cells, we confirmed that exposure to a
low concentration of hydrogen peroxide induces neurite degener‐

ation.(36,37) Nonetheless, it was essential to demonstrate that early
changes occurred under oxidative stress, presumably reflecting
physiologically relevant concentrations of hydrogen peroxide
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that occur in living tissues. Before starting this study, we opti‐
mized the hydrogen peroxide concentration at which to expose
N1E-115, in studies using both immunocytochemical and
Western blotting analyses. Notably, exposure of N1E-115 cells to
hydrogen peroxide induced cell death in an apparently
concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 1C). Cell death exceeding
50% was observed following exposure to 20 μM hydrogen
peroxide. At hydrogen peroxide concentrations lower than
10 μM, cell death was largely avoided. However, neurite degen‐
eration was observed at hydrogen peroxide concentrations
exceeding 1 μM. Neurite degeneration is an important marker for
this study, since the purpose of this study was to reproduce the
early pathology of AD in cultured cells. Mean cell survival rates
of approximately 80 and 80% were confirmed in N1E-115 cells
exposed to 5 and 10 μM hydrogen peroxide (respectively).
Therefore, we selected 5 and 10 μM hydrogen peroxide as the
optimal concentrations for subsequent experiments. Specifically,
morphological changes (beading) were observed in the neurites
of N1E-115 cells following exposure to hydrogen peroxide at
these concentrations (Fig. 1B). Beading is a major sign of neurite
degeneration, which has been identified as occurring in the early
stages of several neurodegenerative diseases such as dementia,
AD, and multiple sclerosis.
Nevertheless, for undetermined reasons, cells growing in 35-

mm dishes did not withstand the concentrations of hydrogen
peroxide previously mentioned. Hence, the optimal concentration
could not be applied to samples intended for Western blotting. As
we mentioned above, optimization of hydrogen peroxide concen‐
tration was performed using 24-well plates. Notably, cells had to
be grown to higher confluence (exceeding 80%) in dishes to
permit collection of lysates with protein concentrations sufficient
(typically, permitting loading of >20 μg/lane) for use in Western
blotting. This higher confluence may have been the basis of the
elevated cell death seen when dish-grown cells were exposed to
10 μM hydrogen peroxide. Therefore, we only used 5 μM
hydrogen peroxide in cultures intended for use in Western
blotting, in contrast to the 5 and 10 μM hydrogen peroxide
concentrations used in cultures intended for immunocyto‐
chemical analysis.

N1E-115 is a suitable model for the study of the MARK-
Tau signaling pathway. In a previous study, we confirmed
that N1E-115 cells, which are derived from a mouse neuroblas‐
toma, have the properties of short growth cycle, low cost, and
ease of imaging, as well as the ability to generate elongated
neurites via exposure to DMSO (without the use of nerve growth
factor). In addition, N1E-115 cells have been shown to produce
tau phosphorylated at Ser404 in response to oxidative stress, as
shown by Western blotting.(38) For these reasons, N1E-115 cells
are a suitable model for studying tau pathology. In the present
study, we confirmed using Western blotting that N1E-115 cells
produce tau phosphorylated at Ser262. However, to the best of
our knowledge, no information is available about the expression
of MARKs in N1E-115 cells. N1E-115 cells usually are used for
studies of neural signaling pathways and function, especially
regarding the central nervous system.(39,40) Additionally, given
that these cells are derived from a common form of neural
cancer, the line serves as a model for studying proteins or genes
related to cancer.(41,42) MARKs activity is regulated by LKB1,
and various researchers have suggested that LKB1 may serve as
an inhibitor or promoter of cancer.(43,44) The aim of the present
study was to assess the relationship between MARKs and tau
hyperphosphorylation under oxidative stress. Additionally, the
N1E-115 line is derived from neural cancer, and we assume that
N1E-115 cells also can produce proteins related to cancer, whose
effects may be mediated via LKB1 and downstream MARKs.
The results of the present study confirmed the expression of
MARKs in N1E-115 cells, demonstrating that N1E-115 is a
suitable model for research on the MARK-tau signaling pathway
in AD.

Oxidative stress induces the accumulation of tau phos‐
phorylated at Ser262, a process related to the activation of
MARKs in the early stages of AD. Hyperphosphorylated tau is
a major component of NFTs, which are a hallmark of AD. Much
research has suggested that tau pathology in neurodegeneration is
associated with oxidative stress.(44) Accumulating evidence
suggests that oxidative stress contributes to the development of
NFTs in AD via acceleration of the polymerization of tau by
oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids.(45,46) Moreover, p38
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), one of the kinases
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Fig. 5. (A, B) Confirmation of pMARK (green) protein levels (by immunostaining) and neurite degeneration in non-dividing N1E-115 cells
following exposure to hydrogen peroxide. Details are identical to those in Fig. 4, Data are plotted as mean + SD of at least three independent
experiments. ***p<0.001 (two-tailed one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey–Kramer’s tests, compared to the control). See color figure in the on-line
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shown to phosphorylate tau, has been shown to be activated by
oxidative stress in vitro.(47) Those studies suggested that tau
hyperphosphorylation renders tau more susceptible to PHF
formation, leading in turn to NFTs. As we mentioned earlier, tau
phosphorylated at Ser262 is an early pathological change that is
thought to lead to subsequent abnormal accumulation of tau. We
confirmed that the level of tau phosphorylated at Ser262
increases significantly following exposure to hydrogen peroxide,
and the levels of MARKs also significantly increase in hydrogen
peroxide-treated cells compared to the controls. In addition, some
researchers have already demonstrated that the reduction of the
phosphorylation of tau is relative to treatment with multiple
MARK4 inhibitors and it clues the MARK4 inhibition as tau is a
substrate for MARK4.(48) It can be considered strong evidence to
explain the relevance between tau hyperphosphorylation and the
MARKs phosphorylation. Taken together, the evidence suggests
that MARKs activation may play an important role in the initial
changes in this experimental model of AD. It is possible that tau
pathology is induced in response to oxidative stress conditions.
MARKs activation may lead to tau hyperphosphorylation at
Ser262 as the initially occurring pathology, along with the activa‐
tion of other tau kinases (such as p38) in response to oxidative
stress; tau phosphorylation then might guide a series of changes
ultimately leading to the formation of NFTs. Meanwhile, many
studies have demonstrated the relationship between oxidative
stress and tau pathology, including the potential therapeutic role
of antioxidants, effects that have been shown both in a
Drosophila model of human tauopathy (tau R406W)(49) and in
transgenic AD (Tg2576) mice.(50)

Those previous studies confirmed that overexpression of some
antioxidant enzymes, such as mitochondrial superoxide dismu‐
tase (SOD2), or exposure to vitamin E decreases tau-induced
neuronal death, while a lack of SOD2 or a decrease in the cyto‐
plasmic SOD paralog (SOD1) induces tau phosphorylation.(49–51)

This evidence suggests that antioxidative effects may prevent
tau phosphorylation at Ser262 in the early stages of AD by
preventing the activation of MARKs and thereby impeding AD-
associated deterioration of brain function. MARKs may be useful
as potential drug targets for AD. However, further studies will be
required to fully clarify the mechanism of oxidative stress in tau
pathology via regulation by MARKs.

MARKs isoforms relevant to AD. In this study, we
confirmed (using mixed anti-pMARK antibodies [MARK4
(phospho T214) + MARK2 (phospho T208) + MARK3 (phospho
T234) + MARK1 (phospho T215)] that pMARKs protein levels
increase following exposure to hydrogen peroxide, leading to tau
hyperphosphorylation at Ser262. However, we could not distin‐
guish which MARKs protein was activated or which paralog had
the most profound effect on tau phosphorylation at Ser262. Some
research has suggested that the subcellular localization of
MARK4 is distinct from that of the other MARK isoforms.(21,52)

For example, several studies have shown that MARK4 localizes
with centrosomes and microtubules. Notably, MARK4, which is
expressed as two isoforms (long (MARK4L) and short
(MARK4S), differing by the presence [in the corresponding tran‐
scripts) of an additional exon], shows distinct affinities for the
centrosome.(53,54) Several lines of research suggest that these two
isoforms are differentially expressed in human tissues. MARK4S
is expressed in normal brain tissue and neurons, indicating that
MARK4S may contribute to neuronal differentiation. On the
other hand, MARK4L is upregulated in cells such as hepatocarci‐
noma cell lines and neural progenitor cells, suggesting that
MARK4L may play a crucial role in cell proliferation.(55–57) Sepa‐
rately, MARK4 has been shown to interact with centriolar
proteins during the G0/G1 phase of mitotic division.(58,59) More‐
over, MARK4 overexpression in rat hippocampus after mitosis

has been shown to induce tau hyperphosphorylation.(24) These
results may provide a possible explanation for our results. In our
studies, we found that the levels of pMARKs, as assessed by
Western blotting and relative intensity by immunocytochemistry,
are higher in hydrogen peroxide treated cells compare to the
untreated cells. (Fig. 5B). Taking our data and several previous
research together, it is possible that tau phosphorylation may be
more closely related to MARK4 activation than to that of other
MARK proteins. However, MARK4 protein levels were not
assessed in this study, further experiments are necessary.

In conclusion, we confirmed that MARK phosphorylation
correlates with tau hyperphosphorylation at Ser262, a site that is
essential for the maintenance of microtubule stability and is the
initial phosphorylation site in AD pathogenesis. These results
indicate that MARKs inhibitors might serve as tools for the treat‐
ment of AD.
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